
Einride response to the Public Consultation by Law Commission of England and Wales
on remote operation

Who we are:

Einride is a freight technology company pioneering a new era of road freight by building a
sustainable, safe and smart end-to-end shipping solution. Founded in Sweden in 2016,
Einride has developed an all-electric and autonomous vehicle called the Einride Pod,
which is designed to be an SAE level 4 autonomous heavy transport vehicle. In 2019,
Einride became the first company to operate an autonomous, electric freight vehicle on a
commercial route on a public road. Today, Einride has expanded to the US and EU and
operates Europe’s largest fleet of heavy electric trucks.

Comments:

Einride welcomes the opportunity to submit comments to The Law Commission of England and
Wales on regulation in relation to remote driving on public roads.

Einride welcomes the inclusive approach the government has taken by inviting the relevant
industry actors to engage from the initial stages. As a leading developer of autonomous, electric
heavy-duty trucks, we appreciate the approach the Law Commission has taken in identifying
pertinent issues around remote vehicle operation.

We firmly believe that remote operation capabilities are an essential long-term solution to the
scaling and safe operation of autonomous vehicles. Long term, even with mature and
well-proven systems, we see a need for human operators to supervise automated vehicles in
operation, with the capability to stop, redirect the vehicle, request the ADS to initiate a minimum
risk manoeuvre, or otherwise appropriately intervene in the event that there is a serious risk of a
collision or other scenario which could result in harm.

Einride is currently in the process of seeking permission to use remote operation for testing of
autonomous vehicles on public roads in Sweden. Furthermore, we have been granted
permission to operate our autonomous truck on public roads in the USA and intend to
commence operations there in the coming months. The UK is another country Einride wishes to
seek permission to trial and operate in in future, and hence we welcome the opportunity to
provide our insights in this consultation.

Questionnaire

About you
What is your name?



Tim Dawkins, Pia Berglund

What is the name of your organisation?

Einride AB

Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?
(Please select only one item)

Personal response ☐

Responding on behalf of organisation (X)

Other ☐

If other, please state:

What is your email address? (If you enter your email address then you will receive an
acknowledgement email when you submit your response.)

If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as
confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in
our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance
that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Chapter 2: What is “remote driving”?
Q1: Do you agree with the following tentative definitions?
(2) A driver is an individual who performs all or any of the following tasks:
(a) steering (lateral control);
(b) braking, removing a brake, or accelerating (longitudinal control); or
(c) monitoring the driving environment with a view to responding to objects or events by
exercising lateral or longitudinal control (provided that this activity is safety critical)
Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

(3) A remote assistant is not a driver if they do not exercise direct longitudinal or lateral control,
but only advise an automated driving system to undertake a manoeuvre.
Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  



(4) For the purposes of this project, a “remote driver” is a driver who is outside the vehicle and
who uses some form of wireless connectivity to control the vehicle (covering both in or beyond
line of sight).Do you agree?
Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

At Einride we use the term “remote pod operator (RPO)” to describe this function; the primary
role of the RPO is to supervise the ODD conditions during operation, and provide assistance to
the ADS through suggested inputs during operations, particularly if they’ve encountered a
situation the ADS cannot handle.  In nominal operations, the RPO does not conduct the DDT on
public roads.
 

Chapter 3: the current law: construction and use
Q2: Do uncertainties surrounding construction and use provisions cause difficulties in practice?
We are particularly interested in whether uncertainties over regulations 104, 107 or 110 are
delaying trials or making it more difficult to obtain insurance.
Please share your views below

No - on the contrary, we believe a remote assistant is an essential function to ensure the ability
to handle unexpected obstructions or changes to the traffic environment.

Q3: Are the various exemptions easy to navigate, or do they put any unnecessary obstacles in
the way of trialling new forms of vehicle?

Please share your views below

No comment

Q4: We seek views on whether any particular construction and use provisions should be
maintained in the interests of safety, even for trials and demonstrations.

Please share your views below

Ideally, ADS operators should be able to manage construction or roadworks which appear on
their route, but it would be substantially preferable if advance notice were provided to the ADS
operator to ensure they have time to verify their solution can handle the scenario before they
encounter it in the real world, and/or re-route appropriately.



The regulator should also be prepared to accommodate minor detours from the previously
approved route in this scenario.

Chapter 4: Civil liability
Q5: Is remote driving likely to cause victims undue delay and expense in claiming
compensation; or could it defeat claims altogether?

Please share your views below

We anticipate the data and extensive video recorded during our operations to be useful in
determining fault and assisting in any post-incident investigation.

Chapter 5: The safety challenges of remote driving

We believe that the list in Q6 comprehensively covers the safety challenges to be considered
when regulating remote/beyond line of sight driving.

Q6: We have identified that any system to regulate beyond line-of-sight driving needs to
consider the following:
(5) the adequacy of the communication network;
(6) cybersecurity;
(7) workstation layouts;
(8) staff training;
(9) staff health, fitness and vetting;
(10) staff attention and rest periods; and
(11) incident protocols.
Apart from the above, are there any additional challenges to consider?

Yes ☐   No (x) Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

Q7: If remote driving fails (through loss of connectivity, for example), how sophisticated would a
risk mitigation system need to be?  Would it effectively need to be an automated driving system,
and regulated as such?

Please share your views below



In the event of connectivity, or other remote assistance failure, the ADS should be required to
execute an appropriate minimum risk manouevre or otherwise fall back to a minimum risk
condition for that ODD.  This should be governed in the same way as an ADS.

Chapter 6: Remote driving from abroad
Q8: We welcome views on how the problems raised by remote driving from outside the
jurisdiction can be addressed.

Please share your views below

Einride has successfully demonstrated the capability to operate our vehicles remotely from the
UK and US while the vehicle is located in Sweden at our test facility.  We support the potential
provision to bring open remote operation across borders, subject to appropriate compliance with
the jurisdiction’s driving regulations and liability, insurance and other relevant aspects of the law.

The remote driver/assistant should hold an appropriate license for the vehicle and jurisdiction in
which the vehicle is being operated (or an appropriate/equivalent license from a nation with a
reciprocal recognition agreement with the DVLA) - and the operating company should be held
accountable for ensuring all operators are appropriately licensed as such.

Q9: Should remote driving on roads in Great Britain from outside the UK be prohibited?

Yes ☐   No (x) Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

See previous answer

Chapter 8: International perspectives
Q10: We would be grateful if stakeholders could inform us about their experience of how remote
driving is regulated abroad.

Please share your views below

In the US, where Einride has been granted permission to operate the first cabless, autonomous
electric truck on the public road, NHTSA requires that the remote operator (assistant) cannot be
responsible for the primary functions of the dynamic driving task (DDT) while the vehicle is on
public roads.  The remote operator is permitted to assist in the event that the vehicle enters a
minimum risk condition, for example, to manouevre it at very low speed (<5km/h) to reposition it
from the traffic lane, or get the vehicle into a position where the ADS can resume the driving
task.



We also wish to draw attention to the provisions in the new French legislation on remote
operation and division of liability.

Chapter 9: Short-term reform
Q11: Should the Road Vehicles (Authorisation of Special Types) (General) Order 2003 be
amended?
In particular, we welcome views on whether amendments should:
(12) specify that regulation 104 is satisfied if the driver of a special vehicle has a view of the
road ahead through a screen, provided that appropriate steps have been taken to ensure safety;
(13) specify that regulation 107 is satisfied by remote supervision, provided that the user has
taken appropriate steps to prevent interference with the vehicle;
(14) make any exemptions contingent on the user obtaining written consent from the road
authority to use the vehicle on a particular road; and
(15) permit trials and demonstrations with a commercial element to them?
Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

On (14) - consider a simple approval process to allow for route amendments or deviation to
navigate around construction/roadworks

On (15) Yes - please consider how to appropriately allow for “commercial demonstrations” as a
path to commercialisation

Q12: Should any provisions of the CCAV Code of Practice relating to remote driving be added to
the Highway Code?

Yes ☐   No (x) Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

No further comment

Q13: Are changes needed to construction and use regulations to enable the safe introduction of
remote driving?

Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer



Please consider how to inform ADS operators in advance of any construction or roadworks to
ensure they are safely able to navigate around the construction area, or re-route appropriately.

Chapter 10: Regulation in the longer term
Q14: To distinguish clearly between organisational and individual responsibilities, should the
organisation behind remote driving be referred to with new terminology, as an Entity for Remote
Driving Operation (or ERDO)?
Yes ☐   No (x) Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

We do not plan to contract out our remote operations at this time, but such framing could
enable future business models or commercial operations which do not exist today, and hence
we support this position.

Q15(1): Should primary legislation make it an offence to drive (or cause or permit a person to
drive) a vehicle beyond line of sight unless the vehicle is overseen by a licensed ERDO?

Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Only if supported by suitable compliance (such as record-keeping, data recording) and
enforcement guidance.

Q15(2): For these purposes, is it appropriate to define a “beyond line-of-sight” driver as one who
relies on connectivity to see all or part of the driving environment?

Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

No further comment

Q16: To obtain a licence, should an ERDO be required to show that it:

(16) is of good repute; ☐  
(17) has appropriate financial standing; ☐  
(18) conducts its operation within Great Britain; and ☐  
(19) is professionally competent to run the service? ☐  
Please select all licence conditions which an ERDO should be required to show (more than one
condition can be selected).
Please expand on your answer



All of the above, with appropriate provisions to appoint a designated agent or other legal entity
within the UK if the ERDO is a non-UK based company.

Q17: Should an ERDO be required to submit a safety case to show how it will operate remotely
driven vehicles safely?

Yes (X)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

Please consider this future guidance in line with, or that also could form part of, any future ADS
safety case requirements.  We are developing a UL4600 safety case and recommend this
standard for other ADS developers and governments to consider as best practice in safety case
development.

Q18: Should an ERDO face criminal offences where misrepresentations and non-disclosure in
the safety case have implications for safety?

Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

Clear enforcement and punitive measures are necessary to ensure compliance.

Q19: Should an ERDO be under a duty:

(20) to ensure that the driver is able to drive safely by: ☐  
(a) taking reasonable care that connectivity is suitable;
(b) ensuring that in the absence of connectivity or driver input, the vehicle comes to a safe stop;
(c) providing suitable work-stations; and
(d) maintaining suitable training, vetting, health checks, working hours and breaks;
(21) to maintain the vehicle (including software updates and cybersecurity); ☐  
(22) to check that any load is safe and secure before that journey starts, and ensure that the
number of passengers does not overload the vehicle; ☐  
(23) to insure the vehicle; ☐  
(24) following an incident, to provide information to other road users, the police and the
regulator; ☐  
(25) not to impede traffic flow by (for example) ensuring that vehicles are not left in inappropriate
places; ☐  
(26) to check the route and pay any tolls and/or charges; ☐  



(27) to respond to the regulator’s requests for information about the safety of remote driving;
and ☐  
(28) any other duties not mentioned above? ☐  
Please select all duties which an ERDO should be under (more than one duty can be selected).

Please expand on your answer

All of the above seem reasonable in principle
(b) could also include “an appropriate minimum risk manouevre”
(24) suggest changing the language to “ in the event of an incident provide appropriate
information and co-operate with investigating parties”

Q20: To claim compensation should a person:

(29) have a right to claim compensation from the ERDO for injuries caused by a breach of the
first three ERDO duties outlined above, subject to the normal law of contributory negligence?
Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

(30) Alternatively, should an insurer be liable irrespective of where the fault lies (in a similar way
to the Automated and Electric Vehicles Act 2018)?
Yes ☐   No (x) Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

Alternatively, consider the right of the insured ERDO and/or their insurer to defend against the
claim - so that the insured ERDO is not by default punished in the event that the fault lies solely
with the other party

Q21: Should the regulator have power to impose a range of sanctions on an ERDO, including
improvement notices, civil penalties and (in serious cases) withdrawal of licence?

Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

Subject to suitable and reasonable inspection and reporting requirements

Q22: Should the regulator have powers to inspect remote operation centres, both in the event of
a problem and more generally?

Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer



Subject to reasonable inspection requirements and advance notice.

Q23: Should the law provide individuals who drive beyond line of sight with:

(31) an immunity from being prosecuted for any issues concerned with roadworthiness, loading
and seat belts which are beyond the driver’s knowledge and control; and
Yes (x)   No ☐    Other ☐  

(32) a defence to a driving charge if a competent and careful driver in the same circumstances
could not have avoided the offence?
Yes (x)  No ☐    Other ☐  

Please expand on your answer

Please hold them to an equivalent standard as a human driver in the same class of vehicle.




